Petey and the Titans,
We are very excited to bring the TEAM FULL NELSON to Arizona. We thank you for your invitation and
think that the Wigwam will be a great place for us to show off our talent and a good opportunity for
your group to watch, learn and enjoy some good comraderie with our team of professionals. Please
allow this document to serve as our performance and technical rider.
1. HOTEL ROOMS
We require 9 rooms at the Wigwam. These rooms should be clean, comfortable and contain two
queen size beds, adequate lighting, catering (Section 2), crappers, showers and towels. There
should be no male autograph seekers within 50 yards of each room, we understand if you can’t keep
the women away.
2. CATERING
We plan to crush booze, food and the Titans. TEAM FULL NELSON has submitted their individual
drink requests to your catering contact Chris Egan. We hope that this is a different Chris Egan than
is matched up against Burrows The Undertaker and Nutty the Brain Heenan in the first match as we
have never competed against a caterer before. We also require that a food czar be appointed. We
will compete against this person if we must.
3. MATCHES AND PERSONALITIES
We have taken a look at the guys that you have lined up to compete against the FULL NELSONS and
while we are concerned about the mental and physical fitness of these individuals, we think there is
enough “material” to allow some interesting and amusing story lines to develop. We have started
to put our thoughts for the first matches below:
Petey and Guts: We like the Dumb and Dumber tie in here… nice work. Petey, please come to your
match with your neck wrapped in tape and Guts can lose his contacts and pet you. Seth The Big
Show and B “Mr Perfect Henning” will be happy to take down the blind kid and pretty bird in the
first match.
Tall and Komar: While Jumpin D.A.R.Y.L. Brunzell is not matched up against Tall at this point, we are
creating a story line where Tall actually works for D.A.R.Y.L. Seems unlikely we know, but stay
tuned. Komar is a coming of age story. The fat kid that grows up, loses his weight and starts hitting
on and marrying younger girls. We need a good nickname for you, we think a revenge of the nerds
reference might fit. First match: Koz McMahon and the Mouth of the South Snaps.
Egan and Malcom: The Caterer and the Cateree. We actually feel bad for Egan. He is matched up
with Malcom, Bisaillon and the Pretty Bird for his matches. If that is not bad enough, he not only
gets the full Rod, but also the Nards for his last team match. Ouch. The good news is that his last
match is against Kenny “The Snake” Roberts, so there will be a lot of male genitalia references.

Speaking of male genitalia: Malcom looks like a retired wrestler, lots of fat and CTE, but not much in
muscle, skill or looks. We think The Undertaker and Nutty The Brain will have a little fun exposing
these turds.
JJ and Nards: We assume JJ stands for Just Joking??? We think JJ should act very important and
better than the rest of his team. A classic Titan. Grady the British Bulldog and Macho Man Chad
Savage will put him and Nards in their place.
The Rod and Rudman: The level of skill difference in this team is very obvious. Clearly black and
white. We hope Rudman can keep up. Roddy Yux Piper and John Caliento Cena.
Boy and Stearns: The only team that could honestly live up to the name “The Titans.” Like Dahmer
and Gacy, Bundy and Jack the Ripper, these two are clearly Titans of the creeper world. Time for
Shimo Super Fly Snuka and Stone Cold Nelly Austin to humiliate these douches.
Nate and Barger: Sergeant G$ Slaughter and Jumping D.A.R.Y.L. Brunzell will have their way with
the Titan of Bloomington Packaging and the Barleycorn bartender. While Burrows The Undertaker
doesn’t have a set match against Nate, we do like that Nate lives in a cemetery.
Smitty and Corn: This was obviously the two people left when captain Petey was done picking his
matches. This team looks worse than the West Hollywood Blonds. They are going to fall like the
Gawker after Razor Stix Ramon and Ric Casey Flair have their way with them.
TJ and Chip: We like the CHiPs reference. You should dress and act like Ponch and Jon. Try to keep
Kenny the Snake Roberts and Mick Foley Macomber locked up. Good Luck.

4. Performance
We envision a Harlem Globetrotters/Generals dynamic. You guys can try as hard as you want and
sometimes we will play down to the competition in order to “make it interesting.” Please try to keep
up and not get hurt.

